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“Fun big message?” Wenren Qingqing was taken aback, and he started
brainstorming like a conditioned reflex!
However, no matter how stormy she was, there was a mess in her head, and she
didn’t think of anything.
In the end, she dizzy as she thought, and staggered, if it weren’t for her sister to
hold her back, she would have fallen to the ground.
“Sister, don’t think about it. That guy’s brain circuit is different from that of us
mortals. If you think too much, you can easily hurt your body. You are still very
weak, as Wiliam said, hurry up to rest first. There will be a game tomorrow.” Wen
Renqing said quickly.
But when it comes to the game, Wenren Qingqing’s face showed a bitter smile,
“What’s more than a game!”
Tomorrow is the Top Twenty Tournament.
Wen Ren Qingqing was originally one of the nine seeded players to be sent to the
top 20.
But now, how could her body get better overnight.
It used to be soy sauce in the past, but now it’s even more thorough.
Even if you don’t know how Wiliam is, his condition will definitely be affected.
With such anxious thoughts, Wenren Qingqing returned to the room, trying his
best to adjust the state.
And Wiliam naturally returned to his room, meditating at ease.
He has a metamorphosis-level inner strength profound energy in his body, which
can continuously repair his own injuries.
After only one night’s effort, Wiliam’s state had been restored to about the ninth
floor.
It’s just that his face is still a little pale, and he looks a little weak.
Today is the second day of the nine qualifying matches.

This is the so-called Top Twenty Tournament.
The first place in the previous ten arena competitions, plus nine seeded players,
makes a total of twenty players.
They will play a one-on-one PK in the form of a lottery battle.
The winner advances, and the loser enters the loser challenge zone.
There is also a special place to mention here.
After a decisive battle in ten divisions yesterday, Wiliam successfully broke
through from the tenth division.
And the points system that has been emphasized in the previous competition
system, there is also a ranking here.
Wiliam is the youngest, and of course he is the leader in the standings.
The nine seeded players, because they did not participate in the first round of
elimination, according to the rules, they all get the same points as the third place
in the standings.
Wen Renqing got up early and came to the arena very early, wanting to know the
so-called fun big message from Wiliam’s mouth for the first time?
But wait and wait, there is no big news.
She was just staring at the points ranking in a daze.
Sure enough, Wiliam was still the brightest boy in the audience.
Even the Shuangjiao was crushed by Wiliam in terms of points.
In fact, Shuangjiao is strong, but it doesn’t have any advantage in points.
First, their age is average, and second, their martial arts realm is also top-notch.
So there are no points.
After waiting for a long time, the big guys on the scene were long overdue.
However, as soon as he came up, the lion’s lion’s suzerain first made a noise and
announced a message.
“Here I am announcing a message. It’s a pity that Qi Jian Zhetian originally had a
guard, but due to physical reasons, he could not continue to compete, so he

chose to retire.” Sovereign said loudly. After saying this, the scene directly
exploded!
When Wenrenqingqing heard this, the whole person was stupid!
She heard Wiliam say that there will be a big news today.
But I didn’t expect that it would be such a message.
It’s impossible!
The person who attacked Wiliam last night and was injured by Wiliam was the
one who was originally recommended?
Wen Renqing thought of this, and his heart sighed!
The more she thought about it, the more she realized this possibility!
And the possibility is very great!
Because that person’s skills are very good and he is not an ordinary child.
It should be the kind of very outstanding person.
As long as there is no age limit, they will definitely be sent to participate in nine
qualifying matches.
But now, it’s fun!
Qi Jian is too courageous to cover the sky!
They only had one player left, and they even sent out for a sneak attack!
Now, stealing chicken won’t lose rice!
Not only didn’t kill Wiliam, but he was seriously injured by Wiliam and couldn’t
participate in today’s game.
In other words!
All three players with Qijian Zhetian are out!
Many people thought of this result, so the scene was so uproar.
Odd swords cover the sky!
It can be regarded as the old nine cases.

Although they have always been more arrogant and domineering, but they also
have hard power behind them!
Although I don’t know why both of them were in the same group in the first
round, and both were eliminated.
But after all, there is still a seeded player.
Now that the seeded players have also retired, it is tantamount to announcing
that they have surrendered the nine qualifying matches.
Twenty years since then, there will be no strange sword to cover the sky in Jiu
Zong!
Wen Ren Qingqing looked at the person who covered the sky with a strange
sword for the first time.
On the rostrum, Sect Master Qijian Zhetian, his entire face was gloomy.
The position under his buttocks will never be able to sit again in the future.
His identity will also plummet!
She changed her gaze again and looked at the seat under Qijian covering the sky.
Sure enough, there was a very conspicuous person in it.
The group of people in Qijian Zhetian are uniformly dressed.
Only one person is covered with black veil.
Wen Renqing boldly concluded that this person is a seeded player.
Then he was injured by Wiliam last night because of the attack on Wiliam, with
scars on his face.
So I can only choose to retire.
But because he was unwilling and wanted to watch the game, he chose to mask.
Wenren Qingqing suddenly felt that his IQ was broken!
there is only one truth!
snort!
The strange sword covers the sky!

Make your own way!
The people at the scene were still immersed in such a huge shock, and could not
recover for a long time.
And the lottery has already begun on the spot.
Only nineteen people are left in the ginseng game.
Naturally there will be one bye.
And of course Wiliam would not have such a Sh*t luck.
When the on-site lottery sequence came out and the one-to-one announcement
was made, Wiliam was stunned, and Wenren Qingqing and Wenren Qingxin were
also stunned.
Wiliam, like the knockout, was the first to play.
And his opponent is an old acquaintance.
Surprisingly, the player who was recommended by the imperial system, Hu Qing
Su Emei!
When Su Emei saw such a list of matches, his face was pulled down on the spot.
This luck is too special, hell!
Said the seeded players, in the first round, did they encounter a monster that has
not been met in a thousand years?
God, dare you be gentle with me?
After repeated baptisms, Su Emei knew that he was very strong.
But I also know that it is definitely not Wiliam’s opponent!
Because she can’t beat Lin Jiang, and Lin Jiang has been evenly matched with
Wiliam!
Infer this, the imperial rule is in danger!
After all, she is the best young man sent by Yushizhi this time.
Wiliam and Su Emei appeared at the same time.
Wiliam greeted him kindly, “Hi.”

Su Emei drooped his eyebrows and gave him a blank look.
“I can’t get up.”

